ARTIST AGREEMENT
Dr. Richard Webb
Organist
Agreement, entered into this (1st ) day of (Month/Year) between Dr. Richard Webb, Organist (Artist)
and (Sponsor) for performances with or under the management of (Sponsor) in the following concert(s)
and (when applicable for orchestra/ensemble or other collaborative engagements) rehearsal(s):
Concerts
(Date(s) and Times(s)

Rehearsals (when applicable)
(Date(s)m and Times(s)

Repertoire
(Specified by the Sponsor for orchestra/ensemble or other collaborative engagements)
For orchestra/ensemble and other collaborative engagements, the Artist agrees that said concert
performance(s) might be included in any recording and/or broadcast of the remainder of the program.
Recording and/or broadcast of solo concerts, as well as sale or other paid distribution of any performance
by the Artist, must be negotiated between the Artist and the Sponsor.
The Artist agrees to furnish a reasonable amount of biographical and/or advertising material to the
Sponsor.
IN CONSIDERATION of the agreement above, the Sponsor hereby agrees to pay the Artist on (Date,
typically the date of performance, unless otherwise agreed upon) the sum of (Negotiated Fee). It is
agreed that if the Artist fails to appear at the agreed time(s), if necessary the Sponsor may cancel this
agreement without liability. In case of delay or detention in transportation or inability to fulfill this
contract through illness, accident, action or ruling of government authority, or other legitimate or
unavoidable cause, it is agreed that there shall be no claim for damages by either against the other.
Rescheduling of the event(s), along with renegotiation of agreement may take place, as appropriate.
Additional Conditions:
1. The Sponsor will provide the Artist with round-trip air transportation and local hotel
accommodations.
2. The Sponsor will provide the artist with a sufficient amount of unencumbered rehearsal time in the
church or hall, along with convenient access to same. The Artist and Sponsor will consult upon the
schedule, both in advance and at the time the Artist arrives, realizing that unforeseen circumstances
may affect available times.
3. If the Artist is engaged for an event, such as a lecture/recital or multi-media performance, that
requires audio-visual and/or computer equipment, the Sponsor agrees, in consultation with the Artist,
to provide said equipment with any necessary technical support on-site.
IN WITNESS THEREOF the parties hereto have executed this agreement.
Sponsor

Artist (or Agent)

By: __________________________

By: __________________________

(Title)

Soc. Sec. # __________________________

(Sponsoring Entity)

Address ____________________________
City/State/Zip ________________________

